FREEZEFRAME UHD

Analyze. Enhance. Convert.

The StarWitness® FreezeFrame UHD
software gives you the power to import,
enhance, and convert any type of
video. It is deployable to Windowsbased desktops or laptops, no additional
plug-ins or third-party software is
required.

Motion Detection

No more scrolling through
hours of video footage. Let
FreezeFrame UHD software do
the work for you.

Comprehensive

Efficiently work with any type
of video including surveillance
videos from CCTV systems,
smartphones, covert cameras,
including HD, 4K, and ultra HD,
and videos captured from the
Internet.

Courtroom Ready

Powerful Video Processing
Software from StarWitness.

Quickly convert files to
interoperable formats for
effortless presentation in court.
Creates an evidence report for
every exported result.
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FREEZEFRAME UHD
Features and Benefits

Specifications

Extensive

Case Management

Back-up, archive, restore,
search, case logging for all
user actions, case notes.

Operating System

Windows 7, 8 or 10

Video Capture

Capture audio and video
from Microsoft Direct Show
compatible hardware.

Import File Formats

3G2, 3GP, ASF, AVI, DIF, DV,
INF, M1V, M2V, M4V, MOV,
MP4, MPEG, MPG, PS, QT,
SDV, VOB, WM, WMV

Proprietary Format
Videos

Screen record proprietary
format videos and videos
from social media.

Post Event
Management

Adjust brightness, contrast,
sharpen, zoom, frame
average, deinterlace,
spotlight, demultiplex,
trim, blot out.

On-screen clarification capabilities include
the ability to deinterlace, adjust brightness
and contrast, improve sharpness, stabilize
video, frame average to reduce noise, zoom
in, add a spotlight, and blot out faces.

Export from Video
Evidence

Image: JPG, BMP
Video: AVI, WMV

Reporting

Video evidence reports
including actions logged for
a video evidence result are
exportable.

Accredited

Bookmarks

A bookmark is
automatically placed when
motion is detected. Users
can also define bookmarks
at any point or event.

FreezeFrame UHD software capabilities
range from file conversion and clarification
of CCTV video to performing motion analysis
on ultra high-definition surveillance video.

Automatically Bookmark All Motion

FreezeFrame UHD automatically detects
segments of motion in any video and places
a bookmark to quickly identify those areas.

Efficient and Flexible Workflow

FreezeFrame UHD software accepts
multiple video file formats. Simply import
the video to begin enhancing the image.
When complete, export the file for sharing,
archiving, etc.

Video Enhancement

Accredited by primary local, state, and
federal law enforcement agencies including
ASCLD-certified facilities.
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